
Fulton is home to the arts, 
humanities, and social sciences.

SCAN TO 
EXPLORE 

MORE

Over 40 undergraduate minors, including Cognitive Science, 
and Law, Justice, and Advocacy. 

The Fulton School is home to these undergraduate majors:
	�Art (B.A. and B.F.A.)
	�Communication
	�Conflict Analysis and Dispute 
Resolution
	�English
	�English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/ K-12 Certification
	�Environmental Studies
	�French
	�History
	� International Studies
	�Music
	�Philosophy

Master of Arts Graduate Programs:
	�Conflict Analysis and Dispute Resolution
	�English
	�History
	�Public Communication

	� Interdisciplinary Studies:
	�Africana Studies 
	�American Studies  
	�Anthropology  
	�Gender and Sexuality Studies
	� Individually Designed (B.A.  
and B.S.) 

EXPLORE Fulton School of Liberal Arts  

	�Political Science
	�Psychology
	�Sociology
	�Spanish
	�Theatre
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Fulton School of Liberal Arts

Drawing from across the academic disciplines, your Fulton School liberal arts education cultivates a range of 
competencies essential to your personal and professional success in today’s world, including critical thinking skills, 

creativity, communication and problem-solving abilities. It also fosters an appreciation for cultural diversity and 
understanding, preparing you to engage with an increasingly interconnected global community.

CORE COMPETENCIES
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Scan for more
information on  
the Fulton School 
of Liberal Arts.

Scan to  
request  
Admissions  
information.

Drawing from across the academic disciplines, your Fulton School liberal arts education cultivates a range of  
competencies essential to your personal and professional success in today’s world, including critical thinking skills, 

creativity, communication and problem-solving abilities. It also fosters an appreciation for cultural diversity and  
understanding, preparing you to engage with an increasingly interconnected global community.

Make Tomorrow Yours




